
MOJO EXPERIENCE rose in Santiago de Compostela in 2015, playing classic blues standards and 

blues-rock covers. Initially, the band was formed by five members, but after a few changes, on April 2016 it 

managed to shape itself just like it is nowadays. From this moment on we can talk about the real Mojo 

Experience. 

Along the meteoric life of the band, its sound gets harder and turns into a Blues – Hard Rock style, 

influenced by the American (and even British) 70's rock scene. With its powerful magma voices and 

quicksilver guitar solos welded by the electric Hammond timbre and a tireless rhythm section, Mojo 

Experience blows up the gauges. 

Winning a couple of contests they record a demo they used as promotion and a year and a half later (after 

more than a hundred shows) they record its first namesake studio album in A Casa do Rock (Santiago de 

Compostela), launched in October 2018 in Sala Capitol, one of best music halls in Spain, selling out the 

tickets. 

The album includes 7 songs that condenses 40 minutes of music made with guts, care and power. Just like 

the music critic Carlos Crespo says in its “Fugas” (La Voz de Galicia, 12/10/2018): “Lo de disco de blues se 

queda muy corto”, that is to say, “To call this a blues album is to fall short”. 

 

THE SHOW 

Under the artistic conduction of Olalla Tesouro and with the occasional coaching of several recognized 

personalities in dramatic arts in Galicia, Mojo Experience's shows shifted into something more than a music 

gig. Just like it would had happened in a primal tribe reunion where the shaman backed by the music shares 

the stories around a fire, the band gathers around a unifying thread stringed together through the songs' 

topics. 

Then, a ball of yarn unrolls itself to guide us in a journey from the bottom of the swamp to the hellholes of the 

decadent gray cities, through the lonesome and arid desert roads. 

With a very defined stage design and a theatrical mise-en-scène colored by a shadows and lights game, a 

Baroque atmosphere gets created, dyed by the red and black, just like blood and soil, endearing the show to 

those shamans' primitive mysteries. 

 

THE BAND 

Diego Negro (vocals) 

The shaman. He connects the sky and the lands. The warlock makes descend upon the earth the power of 

the gods and rises the infernal forces to join the two realities with his words made of sand and his voice 

made of thunder, because he is a son of the marshland mud where his blues was born. 

Guillermo Vistoso (guitar and backing vocals) 

The fire. If the flames can walk, they go over the neck of a guitar, led by the foundation fathers and mothers 

of the Hard Rock, riding the fingers of this arsonist to set the beacons of the instincts in flames on each burst 

of notes. 

Pau Castiñeira (vocals and backing vocals) 

The silk. Her velvety voice, heir of the Trip-hop sounds, is soft as a warm night and it can pet the audience 

ears to make them cuddle themselves, but... a sharpened blade hides under the silk that knows exactly 



when to stab a verse until it bleeds to death... 
Katia del Río (keyboards) 

The atmosphere. With her romantic and symphonic melodies and her aerial harmonies, the sister connects 

the music with the divine to raise the spirits of audience until they can materialize the image of the gods 

inside their hearts. 

Alejandro Castiñeiras (bass) 

The earth. Just like a golem, the Lord of the band moves forward, solid as a rock, crushing the land under his 

feet, capable of achieving the weight of a mountain to engrave the groove on the rhythm. 

Roque Mosquera (drums) 

The earthquake. Provoking the tremor under the feet of the audience with his double kick arisen from the 

depths of the Heavy Metal, the seism cracks the stones and splits the tectonic plates on each snare hit to 

create new landscapes. 

 

 


